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AbstrAct

New geological field data, integrated with commercial seismic 
lines, allowed us to constrain the geometry and time-space evolution 
of the fault system that ruled the tectono-sedimentary evolution of 
the Ns-striking crati graben, in the axial portion of the northern cal-
abrian Arc. 

We highlight that this basin is controlled by a 60-km long 
east-dipping master fault, referred to as the crati Graben Detachment 
Fault (cGDF). 

On the seismic sections, the cGDF appears as an east-dipping 
low-angle reflection reaching the surface along the eastern slope of the 
catena costiera calabra. Its surface expression corresponds to an align-
ment of moderately-inclined (30° to 45°) left-stepping en-échelon faults. 

More to the East, a number of E- and W-dipping high-angle nor-
mal faults branch upward from the cGDF. their reconstructed timing 
suggest that the westernmost faults are active since the Early Pleisto-
cene and show a progressive eastward rejuvenation trend.

the conversion to depth of a W-E oriented seismic section, cross-
ing the entire crati graben, highlights that the cGDF has a staircase 
geometry, with an average angle of 30°, and reaches a depth of 7-8 km 
below the east side of the basin. the evolutionary stages of the related 
fault system were reconstructed by restoring the section through the 
Move suite software (Midland Valley Exploration), in order to verify 
the kinematic consistency of our subsurface interpretation and esti-
mate the amount of associate extension.

Finally, the present activity and the possible seismogenic role of 
the cGDF is preliminarily discussed, by comparing the geometry of 
the extensional fault system with the available historical and seismo-
logical instrumental datasets.

Key WorDs: northern Calabrian Arc, Italian extensional belt, 
low-angle normal faults, seismic lines interpretation, 
seismotectonics. 

IntroduCtIon

During the last three decades, extensional systems 
controlled by east-dipping low-angle normal faults (LAN-
Fs) and ranging in age from Late Miocene to present, 
have been documented in the internal (i.e., westerly) por-
tion of the Italian Apennines (Fig. 1a). Fossil examples, 
which caused displacement of several kilometres and the 
marked exhumation of the footwall block, were described 
on the island of Elba (Keller et alii, 1994; collettini &  
holDsWorth, 2004) and in western-central tuscany  

(carmignani & KligFielD, 1990; artoni et alii, 1992; liotta, 
2002; Bernini & PaPani, 2002; Brogi, 2004).

A regional arrangement of active and seismogenic 
east-dipping LANFs, referred by Boncio et alii (2000) to as 
the Etrurian Fault system (EFs), was recognized from the 
western border of the tuscan Lunigiana-Garfagnana gra-
bens (Patacca & scanDone, 2007; Di naccio et alii, 2013) to 
western Umbria. 

the Altotiberina Fault (AtF, Fig. 1), expecially well 
constrained by both geological and geophysical data, rep-
resents its southern portion (Barchi et alii, 1995, 1999; 
brozzetti, 1995; Boncio et alii, 1998; 2000; collettini & 
Barchi, 2002; chiaraluce et alii, 2007; Brozzetti et alii, 
2009a; miraBella et alii, 2011; Piccinini et alii, 2003).

recently, other north-east dipping active normal faults 
systems have been identified in romagna, northeast of 
the casentino basin by Bonini et alii (2016)  and in central 
Italy by Lavecchia et alii (2017). the latter, in particular, 
have been hypothesized to sole-out on a basal east-dipping 
LANF referred to as the Latium-Abruzzo Extensional De-
tachment (LAED). 

In the southern Apennines, younger-on-older tecton-
ic contacts, related to Mio-Pliocene LANFs, were first de-
scribed in the southern campania-Lucania arc (D’argenio 
et alii, 1987; D’argenio & ietto, 1988) and subsequently 
surveyed in detail in the salerno area, (Picentini Mts, “Pic” 
in Fig. 1a). Here the outcrops of Quaternary detachment 
faults, with top-to-east associate sense of shear were high-
lighted (Ferranti et alii, 1996; Ferranti & olDoW, 1999;  
casciello et alii, 2006; servizio geologico D’italia, 2010). 

In recent years, Brozzetti (2011) pointed out, along 
the western campania-Lucania Apennines, a regional fault 
system called the cLEFs (campania-Lucania Extensional 
Fault system), consisting of three NW-sE-striking faults 
alignments of east-dipping Quaternary normal faults and 
related extensional basins, connecting downward to an 
east-dipping detachment surface. the southern portion of 
the cLEFs was recognized and mapped in the field, along 
the west side of the Lao Valley at the calabria-Lucania 
boundary (Brozzetti et alii, 2017).

In the calabria arc, LANFs were invoked to explain 
the occurrence of tectonic elision within the orogenic 
pile, but the attitude of the master faults (i.e., east-dipping 
or west-dipping), their timing and the associated sense 
of shear, were subjects of discussion (ietto et alii, 1992;  
schiattarella, 1998; rossetti et alii, 2004; ciFelli et alii, 
2007; Bonini et alii, 2011). 
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Fig. 1 - (a) structural sketch map of the thyrrhenian –Apennine system showing the Quaternary extensional fault systems and the Neogene-Qua-
ternary LANFs recognized in the literature. red heavy lines refer to the Etrurian Fault system (EFs), Latium-Abruzzo Extensional Detachment 
(LAED) and campania Lucania Extensional Fault system (cLEFs, details in the text) whose southern segment has been recently recognized 
by Brozzetti et alii (2017) in the coastal range Fault set (crFs). blue lines depict the major west-dipping normal faults. Other acronyms refer 
to: NMV= Northern Magra Valley; Apu= east Apuane Alps-Garfagnana; ElV= Elsa valley; AtF= Altotiberina Fault system; sie=siena-Monti-
ciano-roccastrada; Lar= Larderello geothermal field; ZuF= Zuccale Fault; VDc= Val di chiana basin; rad= radicofani basin; Ucb= Uccellina 
basin; Nar= Narnese Amerina east-boundary fault; Pic= Picentini Mts; Lau= Lauria Mts; (b) Geological sketch map of the crati graben (crG) in 
the context of the northern calabrian Arc. Key: 1: Holocene deposits, 2: Plio-Pleistocene deposits, 3: Miocene deposits, 4: Variscan continental 
crust (sila unit) not affected by HP metamorphism, 5: continental-derived units with HP metamorphic overprint, 6: HP-Lt Ophiolite units, 7: 
carbonate shelf Apenninic units, partially affected by HP overprint, 8: Quaternary east-dipping, major normal faults, 9: other Quaternary nor-
mal faults, 10: tectonic contacts, 11: trace of seismic line, 12: borehole location.
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this work aims to answer these uncertainties by re-
porting field and subsurface evidence of a newly found 
east-dipping LANF, cropping out along the western side 
of the calabrian arc. this LANF, referred to as the crati 
Graben Detachment Fault (cGDF), bounds westward the 
crati basin and is associated with a set of E-and W-dipping 
high-angle normal faults (Fig.1b).

the definition at surface of the fault geometry and 
kinematics required the strict integration of field mapping 
with remote sensing survey. the reconstruction of the sub-
surface geometry of the faults and of the crati basin was 
performed through computer-aided depth-conversion of 
interpreted seismic lines. 

More precisely the main purposes of our work are: 
i) determine the regional-scale geometry of the crati 

graben (crG) and the related low-angle and high-angle 
normal faults constraining also the timing of their onset; 

ii) obtain a quantitative estimate of the long-term ex-
tensional deformation that occurred across the crG; 

iii) verify if the reconstructed fault pattern, and their 
kinematic evolution, show similarity with those character-
izing the active extensional belt of northern (e.g. the EFs),  
central (LAED) and campania Lucania Apennines (e.g. the 
cLEFs);

iv) ascertain the possible activity of any normal fault 
associated with the crG, including the cGDF low-angle 
detachment, highlighting the seismotectonic implications.

the latter point, tackled integrating the geological data 
with an analysis of the historical and instrumental seismic-
ity, introduces another topic of broad interest to our study: 
the possible seismogenic role of detachment faults, which 
is matter of debate in many extensional provinces all over 
the world (Doser, 1987; lavecchia, 1988; aBers 1991; aBers 
et alii, 1997; Johnson & loy, 1992; WernicKe, 1995; rigo 
et alii, 1996; axen 1999; Boncio et alii, 2000; colletini &  
Barchi, 2002; chiaraluce et alii, 2007; Brozzetti et alii, 
2009a). 

Furthermore, defining the style of the active extension 
and its evolution in a key area of the thyrrhenian-Apen-
nines system, where both low-angle and high-angle normal 
faults have been recognized, are subjects of interest for the 
wide audience of researchers that investigate the exten-
sional deformations dissecting young orogens or regions 
affected by ongoing rifting processes.

rEgIonAl tECtonIC SEttIng

the northern calaBria arc (late tertiary-Quaternary 
evolution) 

the calabria-Peloritani Arc is interpreted as a former 
Alpine chain fragment that drifted apart from the corsi-
ca-sardinia block during the opening of the tyrrhenian 
sea (alvarez, 1976) as a consequence of the Ionian sub-
duction and its retreat toward the sE (malinverno & ryan, 
1986; Faccenna et alii, 2001). this cenozoic subduction-re-
lated complex, consisting of HP-Lt continental and ocean-
ic-derived units (amoDio-morelli et alii, 1976; rossetti et 
alii, 2004; Filice et alii, 2015) is tectonically covered by the 
Variscan crystalline rocks that form the uppermost nappe 
stacked in the contractional pile. since the Early Miocene, 
the crystalline units have overthrusted the carbonate shelf 
units referred to as the Apennine platform that are consid-

ered as the most internal thrust sheets of the chain derived 
from the continental Adriatic margin. Along the sangine-
to-san sosti line (amoDio morelli et alii, 1976; Fig. 1b), this 
tectonic pile came into contact with the san Donato-Lun-
gro-Verbicaro unit, whose palaeogeographic and tectonic 
frameworks are still debated. certain authors relate this 
unit to the Apennine platform (iannace et alii, 2007) where-
as others refer it to a transitional domain through which 
the platform passed eastward to the Lagonegro basin  
(ietto et alii, 1992). Other works consider its palinspastic 
relocation as a still open problem (Perrone, 1996; Patacca 
& scanDone, 2007).

since the Middle Miocene, the calabrian Arc regis-
tered the onset of narrow basins within which a clastic ma-
rine succession was deposited with an eastward-younging 
trend: from the serravallian in the Amantea basin (mattei 
et alii, 2002, Fig.1a) to tortonian-Messinian in the Fagnano 
c. basin and to Pleistocene in the crati graben (lanzaFame 
& zuFFa, 1976; tortorici et alii, 1995, Fig. 1a). 

there is no current agreement on the tectonic context 
in which such successions were sedimented:

i) according to a first group of authors, these succes-
sions filled small tectonic depressions that originated in 
a regional wrenching regime driven by NW-sE-striking 
left-lateral shear zones; in this frame, transtension would 
have occurred from the Middle Miocene to recent times, 
alternating with basin inversion stages during the Middle 
Messinian, Late Pliocene and Middle Pleistocene, (turco et 
alii, 1990; van DiJK et alii, 2000; tansi et alii, 2007);

ii) other works interpreted the clastic deposits as the 
infill of syn-extensional basins that arose during a long 
lasting extensional phase, active from the Middle-Miocene 
onwards, that was related to the tyrrhenian back-arc ex-
tension (mattei et alii, 2002; ciFelli et alii, 2007);

iii) a mixed-model was recently proposed by sPina et 
alii (2011), who interpreted the present configuration as 
the result of the superposition of extensional basins (Mid-
dle Pleistocene to present) on pre-structured wrench-relat-
ed depressions (Late Miocene-Early Pleistocene).

iv) Finally, the reconstruction by PePe et alii (2010), 
which investigated the tyrrhenian side of the catena costi-
era calabra, strongly conflicts with all the aforesaid works 
suggesting that this area experienced continuous shorten-
ing from the Miocene to recent, possibly with the excep-
tion of limited Messinian extension, that is, during tyrrhe-
nian rifting and drifting.

With the exception of this latter paper, all the afore-
mentioned works agreed that, at least since the Middle 
Pleistocene, the extensional tectonics affected northern 
calabria and drove the crati basin tectono-sedimentary 
evolution.

the persistence, in present times, of an active exten-
sional stress field is well supported by borehole breakouts 
and focal mechanisms (montone et alii, 2012; PierDominici 
& heiDBach, 2012; totaro et alii, 2013; totaro et alii, 2016). 
the resulting least horizontal stress is nearly orthogonal 
to the chain axis that is ENE-WsW to nearly EW-oriented 
in northern calabria, (montone et alii, 2012; PierDominici 
& heiDBach, 2012; totaro et alii, 2013). to the north, in 
the neighboring Pollino region, an active, nearly NE-sW- 
directed, extension is also highlighted by recent GPs data 
from permanent and temporary stations (D’agostino et alii, 
2013) and new field data (Brozzetti et alii, 2017)
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the crati graBen (crg)

the crati basin corresponds to a 60 km-long graben, 
delimited by the catena costiera-san Donato ridge to the 
west and by the sila Massif to the east (Fig. 1b). both these 
ridges are structural highs formed by a crystalline base-
ment complex overlaying the Apennine platform. 

Post-orogenic, Upper Miocene - Lower Pliocene, ma-
rine clastic successions, unconformably overlaying the 
crystalline units, crop out diffusely along the basin borders. 

the crati Graben (crG) strikes N-s on average, from 
its southern edge, close to the city of cosenza, to the bisig-
nano-sartano sector to the north. Further to north, it de-
flects to attain a NE-sW direction as far as the saracena 
- spezzano Albanese area, where it joins the castrovillari 
basin. these different trends evidently reflect the change in 
strike of the boundary faults, from south to north.

A number of stratigraphic and sedimentological works 
investigated the post-orogenic clastic deposits filling the 
crati basin and their setting (vezzani, 1968; lanzaFame &  
zuFFa, 1976; romeo & tortorici 1980; colella, 1988). recently  
sPina et alii (2009) carried out a useful updated overview, in 
terms of UbsU, dividing the succession in four main units 
and describing the unconformities which separate them.

For our purposes, aimed at the correlation with the sub-
surface seismic reflection facies, the post-orogenic clastic fill 

can be divided into two parts. the lower part, consisting of 
upper Miocene - Pliocene marine conglomerates, sands and 
clays, shows affinities with the syn-extensional deposits of the 
Amantea basin (see previous section and Fig. 1) whose depo-
sition is referred to the early extensional stages of the tyrrhe-
nian rifting, before the onset of the crG (ciFelli et alii, 2007) 
the upper part represents, instead, the effective fill of the crG 
consisting of two transgressive cycles, up to 1500 m thick 
Early Pleistocene in age, and by fanglomerates and sands fol-
lowed upward by marine clays (colella, 1988; lanzaFame & 
zuFFa 1976; tortorici et alii, 1995; vezzani, 1968). the topmost 
deposits are composed of terraced sands 5-20 m thick, con-
glomerates (Middle-Late Pleistocene in age) and the Holocene 
alluvium of the present floodplain.

With respect to the chronological references of the 
Plio-Pleistocene successions, we use the new definition of 
the base of the Quaternary at 2.588 My. Additionally, the 
data of the cited authors are referred to this subdivision. 
to obtain the age reported in the original works, the reader 
can refer to the cited articles.

FIEldwork

Fieldwork in the crG was primarily directed toward i) 
characterising the kinematics of the Quaternary deforma-

Fig. 2 - (a) Geological map of the cervicati-bisignano area and detailed location of the L1 seismic line.; (b) geological section drawn along the 
trace of the L1 line. Key (for both map and section) 1: Holocene alluvium; 2: Middle-Upper Pleistocene marine terraced deposits; 3: Upper cal-
abrian sands with minor conglomerate lenses; 4: Middle calabrian silty clays 5: Lower calabrian sands and sandstones with rare interbedded 
conglomerates; 6: Gelasian grey-blue clays; 7: Pliocene conglomerates; 8: Miocene sands and calcarenites; 9: sila unit, 10: Ophiolite bearing 
units, 11: major east-dipping normal faults; 12: normal faults; 13: other tectonic contacts; 14: trace of the seismic line L1.
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Fig. 3 - (a) Morpho-structural evidence and traces of the main east-dipping normal faults (red lines) cropping out along the east side of the 
southern crati Graben. the image shows a view from the east of a 3D model elaborated from a 20 m resolution DEM. (b-i) Field evidences of 
extensional faults in the crG in the southern sample area (location of photographs reported as small rectangles in Fig. 2a); (b, c) the east-dip-
ping FMF and the related sW-ward tilting of the hanging wall beds in the Mongrassano-cervicati area; (b1: detail of b in the white rectangle) (c); 
Panoramic view of the FMF showing, on a large scale, the contact between the crystalline units of the catena costiera and the Lower calabrian 
deposits some sinthetic structures of the cervicati Fault are also drawn; (d) normal faults affecting calabrian calcarenites near san Marco Ar-
gentano (e) east-dipping normal mesofaults affecting the Lower calabrian deposits close to the ceF; (f) detail of the previous outcrop, showing 
normal dip-slip striations; (g, h, i) diffuse, metre-scale normal faulting on the upper calabrian sands east of sartano.
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tions through kinematic analysis in selected survey sites 
(ss), ii) mapping the major extensional faults and define 
the amount of associate displacement, iii) describing the 
surface tectonic style of extension and iv) defining some 
surface constraints for the interpretation of two seismic 
reflection lines.

We focused on two EW-extending rectangular sample 
areas crossed by the two seismic sections and character-
ised by quite good exposures of the syntectonic succession. 

the cervicati-bisignano area is located in the central 
portion of the basin and is crossed by the L1 seismic line 
(Line cs-103-90H-Fr of the EsArO permit, Vi.D.E.P.I. 
2016a), (Fig. 1b, lower rectangle). the san sosti-spezzano 
Albanese area corresponds to the northern portion of the 
basin and is partially crossed by the L2 line (Line cs-101-
90H-Fr of the EsArO permit, Vi.D.E.P.I. 2016a), (Fig. 1b, 
upper rectangle).

For both areas, a critical review of the published geo-
logical maps (lanzaFame & zuFFa, 1976; ietto, 2011; Filice 
et alii, 2015; tansi et alii 2016) and a detailed analysis of 
the outcropping stratigraphic units were integrated with 
an aerial photo-geological interpretation. subsequently, an 
original structural survey was carried out along the major 
faults and the collected data were synthesised in two de-
tailed structural maps and as many interpretative geologi-
cal sections (Figs 2 and 5).

southern samPle area – cervicati - Bisignano

this area extends from the easternmost sector of the 
catena costiera calabra to the western sila foothills. the 
basin infill consists of two upper Pliocene - lower Pleisto-
cene transgressive cycles (fan-delta conglomerates, sands 
and clays), followed upward by Middle-Upper Pleistocene 
marine terrace deposits (reddish conglomerates and coarse 
sands with minor grey siltites) and recent alluvial sediments 
(Fig. 2a). the east-dipping san Fili-san Marco Argentano 
fault (FMF) marks the contact between the crystalline units 
of the catena costiera and the Early Pleistocene successions 
(Fig. 2a-b). Although the fault plane is not clearly exposed, 
its geomorphic signature, evidenced by aligned triangular 
facets and stright, continuous fault scarps, suggest its Qua-
ternary activity (Fig. 3a). Moreover, in the cervicati area, 
the Early Pleistocene beds are tilted westward, towards the 
boundary fault (Fig. 3b,c) and, moving eastward, a roll-over 
anticline dissected by mesofaults (Fig. 3c), can be recon-
structed. the short radius of curvature of the folded strata 
suggests for the FMF, a subsurface listric trajectory, with a 
marked flattening occurring at shallow depth (Fig. 2b). 

A number of minor faults widespread within both the 
crystalline basement rocks and the Pleistocene succession, 
display N-s trending attitude and extensional kinematics 
(Fig. 3d-i, Fig. 4 ss 2 and 4-10). Due to the nonconservative 
lithology of the outcropping units only a few striated fault 
planes were observed in the field (Fig. 4, ss and stereoplots 
1-2). Nevertheless the extensional kinematics of the faults 
affecting the Pleistocene deposits, reported in the stereo-
plots 3-12, was unambiguously determined by correlating 
the displaced layers and based on the geometry of the as-
sociated drag folds. the cervicati fault (ceF) and the to-
rano-Martorano fault (tMF) are the more important faults 
affecting the syntectonic fill (Fig. 2a, b). 

the outcrop of ss 12 (Fig 3d) shows a set of subsidiary 
mesofault located near the san Marco-san sosti transfer 

zone, where the average direction of the extensional struc-
tures gradually rotate to NW-sE (Fig. 4, stereoplot 12) where-
as the photograph of Fig. 3e-f refers to a meter-scale fault set 
located in close proximity to the ceF (Fig. 4, stereoplot 2).

the tMF, is a a NE-dipping normal fault that offsets, at 
surface, the boundary between the Gelasian and calabri-
an units, causing a displacement of nearly 800 m (Fig. 2b, 
Fig. 4, steroplots 5-7).

the present floodplain of the crati river is placed along 
the eastern part of the crG, in a subsiding area delimited 
along both sides by recent normal faults. the latter can be 
referred to Late Pleistocene age taking into account that 
they displace the Middle Pleistocene terraces. the occur-
rence of an east-dipping fault along its western edge (Mon-
grassano scalo fault, MsF) was inferred through aerial 
photo-interpretation that shows a very straight NNE-ssW-
striking slope with evidence of sub-parallel scarps and fac-
eted spurs. It is also supported by diffuse mesoscale nor-
mal faulting affecting the neighboring terraces (Fig. 3g-i, 
Fig. 4, stereoplots 8-10).

Along the sila borderland, two main west-dipping 
faults, named bisignano (biF) and Destra faults (DtF) 
were recognised in the field; More to east, the lower Pleis-
tocene sediments onlap the crystalline basement (Fig. 2a). 
In the cross-section of Fig. 2b the cumulative displacement 
associated with the east-dipping fault set is estimated in 
>3500 m, taking into account the location of the passage 
between the basement and the Miocene succession in 
the FMF footwall, (Geological map of lanzaFame & zuFFa,  
1976).this value, which largely exceeds the displacement 
accomodated by the antithetical sW- dipping faults (1500 
m), shows that the extensional deformation across the 
basin is markedly asymmetrical and dominated by the 
east-dipping fault set.

northern samPle area - san sosti – sPezzano alBanese

this second sample-area corresponds to the northern-
most part of the crG and extends further north, to the 
sibari-castrovillari basin (Fig. 1b, 5a). In the westernmost 
sector, the metacarbonates of the Apennine san Donato-Lun-
gro-Verbicaro unit, overthrusted by the ophiolite bearing 
ligurian sheet and by the crystalline basement sheets, crop 
out. this tectonic assemblage is locally covered unconform-
ably by the upper Miocene siliciclastic succession. the lat-
ter is represented by conglomerates, shales and arenaceous 
calcarenites (tortonian) followed upward by shales and silt-
stones containing gypsum and gypsarenites intervals, and 
by a thick Messinian shaly succession (compare with the 
thurio1 borehole in Vi.D.E.P.I. 2016b, Fig. 1b). 

Most part of this sample area is characterised by ex-
tensive outcrops of the Quaternary sediments whereas 
some scattered exposures of ophiolites, of the granitoid 
crystalline basement and of the Miocene succession, occur 
at the southeastern boundary, close to tarsia. the syntec-
tonic - Quaternary deposits consists of marine sandstones, 
clays and conglomerates (Early Pleistocene in age) and by 
reddish conglomerates and sands, containing some inter-
bedded clay levels, interpreted as marine terraces (Mid-
dle Pleistocene according to lanzaFame & zuFFa, 1976;  
caroBene et alii, 1997; tortorici, 1981). these latter vary in 
thickness from a few meters to 20 m and are characterized 
by several erosional surfaces, some of which carving also 
the underneath lower Pleistocene sands.
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three main normal fault alignments, striking NNE-
ssW and dipping toward sE, have been recognised and 
mapped in this area. the westernmost one, the san sos-
ti-saracena fault-alignment, is ~25 km-long and consists 
of the san sosti (ssF) and the Acquaformosa-sarace-
na (AsF) fault segments (Fig. 5a, Fig. 6a,b). It separates 
the san Donato-Lungro-Verbicaro metacarbonates from 
the crG deposits through the interposition of lenticu-

lar bodies of ophiolites and Miocene sandstones. these 
bodies, which we interpret as extensional horses, are 
delimited westward (i.e below) by low-angle extensional 
planes (30° or less, ssF in Fig. 5b and Fig 6a) and east-
ward (above) by nomal faults ranging in dip-angle from 
40° to 50°. 

the structural survey-sites located along the above 
mentioned faults (ss 15-22) are located in Fig.4 and the 

Fig. 4 - resumptive panel of the structural-kinematic data on extensional faults surveied in the two sample area; the survey sites are reported 
as small yellow circles, numbered from south to north, in the location map that also shows the traces of the normal faults defined during the 
fieldwork (compare with Figs. 2a and 5a) and an exemplified stratigraphy. stereoplots depict normal faults (great circles) or striated normal 
faults (great circles with arrows). Only normal or normal-oblique kinematics were observed in calabrian to Late Pleistocene units.
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corresponding data are reported in the stereoplots with the 
same number.

More to east, the second fault alignment develops from 
Mottafollone to centrale tallarito for ~22 km along-strike. 
It consists of three, 45° to 60° inclined, fault segments 
herein referred to as Mottafollone (MoF), Altomonte (AlF) 
and c.le tallarito (taF) faults, arranged in a right-handed 
en-echelon pattern. some particularly clear survey sites 
of this alignment are shown in Fig. 6c-f, and the structur-
al-kinematic data appear in the stereoplots 23-32 in Fig. 4.

the easternmost fault-alignment includes the rog-
giano Gravina (roF) and Firmo (FiF) faults (Fig. 5a); its 
overall length reaches 18 km and it is in near continui-
ty with the northern tip of the torano - Martorano fault, 

mapped in the cervicati-bisignano area (Fig. 2a). In sever-
al sites the FiF and its sinthetic subsidiary structures dis-
places the Middle Pleistocene marine terraces, with a min-
imum throw of 5 m, and with normal kinematics (Fig. 6g, 
stereoplots 34-38). In the east side of the crG, the spez-
zano Albanese - tarsia ridge is affected by a set of WNW-
EsE striking normal fault set and by an almost orthogo-
nal arrangement of minor NE-sW striking structures also 
characterized by normal kinematics. the occurrence of an 
antithetical NW-dipping boundary faults can be hypothe-
sised along the right side of the Esaro and Follone valleys 
due to the marked uplift of the spezzano ridge. Here, the 
diffuse emergence of small basement sheets, unconform-
ably covered by Pliocene sediments, have been mapped.

Fig. 5 - (a) Geological map of the san sosti-spezzano Albanese area and detailed location of the L2 seismic line. (b) geological section along 
the A-AI-AII trace (symbols as in the geological map except for the calabrian deposits that are grouped and indicated with the following hatch 
3); Key. 1: Holocene alluvium; 2: Middle-Upper Pleistocene marine terraced deposits; 3: Upper calabrian conglomerates and sands; 4: Middle 
calabrian clays; 5: Gelasian (?)-Lower calabrian clays and sands, 6: Pliocene clays, 7: Miocene clastic and evaporite succession; 8: sila unit;  
9: Ophiolite-bearing units; 10: Apenninic carbonate units, 11: Low-angle early tectonic contacts; 12: Major east-dipping normal faults, 13: Nor-
mal faults; 14: Other tectonic contacts; 15: trace of the seismic line L2.
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Fig. 6 - Field evidences of the cGDF in the northern sample area (location of photographs reported as small rectangles in Fig. 5a); 
(a, b) low-angle extensional contact between the Apennine Lungro-Verbicaro unit and the Miocene deposits near san sosti (a) 
and Lungro (b); (c-g ) NE-sW-trending mesofault affecting the Upper calabrian deposits; to notice the latter outcrop (g) where a 
sinthetic splay of the FiF displaces the Middle-Upper Pleistocene marine terraces near Piano delle rose.
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Finally it is noteworthy that all over this sample area, 
mesoscopic normal faults affecting the basin infill deposits 
are widespread and that no faults showing other kinds of 
kinematics have been observed.

SubSurFACE dAtA

the subsurface geology of the crati Valley was explored 
by the FIAt rIMI Oil company during the 1990 through the 
acquisition of 9 seismic sections in the Esaro research Per-
mit. recently, three of these lines (whose trace is reported in 
Fig. 1b, as L1, L2 and L3) have been made available for sci-
entific research thanks to the Vi.D.E.P.I. project (Vi.D.E.P.I. 
2016a) at http://unmig.sviluppoeconomico.gov.it/deposito/
videpi/sismicatitoli/Linea_cs-103-90H-Fr_1.pdf. the qual-
ity of these lines is not excellent but it is quite good for our 
purposes of large-scale structural interpretation at least 
down to pseudo-depths of about 3 s (two-way-time, herein 
twt) corresponding to depths of 7-8 km. Here we used these 
three lines consisting of paper copies of the migrated seis-
mic sections and we elaborated them into the Move suite 
software (Midland Valley Exploration) in order to convert 
to depth and balance our interpretation. In this paper, we 
report only the L1 and L2 lines because the only available 
copy of the L3 consists of a scanning of the original scrib-
bled interpretation of the rIMI exploration service.

two uninterpreted versions of the L1 line are provided 
as supplemental material: i) an high quality 300 dpi scan-
ning of the original paper copy, acquired from the Vi.DE.PI 
database and ii) a filtered version, processed throught the 
IMAGE2sEGY tool of the MAtLAb software, subsequently 

elaborated with Kingdome 8.6 suite; this latter processing 
was performed in order to enhance the most prominent 
reflectors of the sections.

seismic stratigraPhy

On the studied sections, some key reflectors, separating 
the different seismo-stratigraphic units, can be systemati-
cally recognized. Nevertheless their chrono-stratigraphic 
attribution was not immediate, due to the lack of calibra-
tion wells within the Esaro Permit. In order to reduce the 
interpretative uncertainties, the observed seismic facies 
(characterized by peculiar wavelength, frequence and mor-
phology of the signal) and the seismostratigraphic thick-
ness of the units observed on the L1-L3 lines, were com-
pared with those observed on the lines cs 323-83 and cs 
306-81 of the adjacent sibari Permit (Vi.D.E.P.I., 2016b), 
calibrated through the Fiume crati 1-2 and thurio1 bore-
holes (location in Fig.1b). 

From the top, the recognized seismo-stratigraphic 
units are the following (Fig. 7):

1) a shallow transparent interval, characterized by the 
almost complete lacking of laterally continuous reflections: 
this unit corresponds to the upper part of the syntectonic 
succession (Ple3, Fig. 7) and, in fact, it is in continuity with 
the outcrops of Late calabrian (sicilian)-Late Pleistocene 
deposits; the lower reflectors of this units approaches the 
topography close to the surface boundary between the 
Emilan clays and the sicilian sands (compare with Fig. 2a); 

2) a thick package of laterally continuous sub-paral-
lel reflectors (possibly an alternance of sandy and clayey 

Fig. 7 - seismic stratigraphy of the study area as shown by the L1 seismic profile (left) correlated with the outcropping stratigraphic units 
(central column) and drilled in the crati02 well (location in Fig.1b). tba=top of the crystalline basement; Mev= Messinian evaporites; tPl= top 
of Pliocene; tGe= possible top of Gelasian clays; Ple1=Early calabrian (santernian); Ple2=Middle calabrian (Emilian); Ple3= Late calabrian 
(sicilian)-Holocene. see text for detailed stratigraphic description.

http://unmig.sviluppoeconomico.gov.it/deposito/videpi/sismicatitoli/Linea_CS-103-90H-FR_1.pdf
http://unmig.sviluppoeconomico.gov.it/deposito/videpi/sismicatitoli/Linea_CS-103-90H-FR_1.pdf
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layers) containing some transparent discontinuous inter-
vals (conglomerate bodies?): this unit can be confidently 
referred to the santernian-Emilan succession (Ple2, Fig. 7) 
outcropping west of the crati floodplain;

3) a stack of scattered, low-amplitude and scarcely 
continuous reflections, laterally passing to almost trans-
parent zones: this unit can be related to the mainly pelitic 
(locally massive) succession, containing lens of sands, of 
the very Early Pleistocene (Ple1 in Fig. 7); it is in fact in 
physical continuity with the exposures of Gelasian clays 
located in the western crati basin, in the hanging wall of 
the tMF (Fig. 2a); 

4) a grey nearly transparent facies showing, locally, 
low-continuity reflections: taking into account the stratig-
raphy of the Fiume crati 2 and thurio1 boreholes, it might 
correspond to a mostly clayey succession of Messinian 
to Pliocene age, containing some discontinuous layers of 
sands or evaporites. the base of this facies consists of a 
thin package of sub-parallel and quite prominent high-am-
plitude reflectors, the uppermost of which could corre-
spond to an evaporitic interval (some hundred m thick, 
as in the thurio1 well) laying above an interval of thick 
bedded sandstones and calcarenites (200-300 m thick on 
the whole); in easterly catena costiera, such a succession 
sedimented unconformably on the crystalline basement 
(e.g in the Fagnano castello basin) and is referred to the 
tortonian (lanzaFame & zuFFa, 1976);

5) a hazy seismic facies characterized by small-size, 
low-continuity reflections characterizing the lower part 
of all the three studied sections; reaching the surface at 
both the western and eastern edges of the line L1, in corre-
spondence of basement outcrops it was related to crystal-
line lithotypes.

the boundaries among the aforementioned facies cor-
respond to the following key-reflectors (Fig. 7): i) tGe (top 
Gelasian): interpreted as the interface between the cal-
abrian sandstones and the underlaying Gelasian pelites, ii) 
tPl (=top Pliocene) reasonably corresponding to the Plio-
cene-Pleistocene boundary, iii) tba (=top basement): sharp 
interface between the crystalline basement and the sedi-
mentary cover. A further weak and discontinuous reflection, 
tentatively attributed to the Messinian evaporites (MEv) was 
locally recognised some tenths of seconds above the tba.

seismic eviDence oF the crati graBen Detachment Fault 
(cgDF)

the line L1 (stack of the cs-103-90H-Fr line of the 
Esaro Permit, Vi.D.E.P.I., 2016a) is the clearest and most 
complete among the available seismic sections. It cross-
es the entire crati basin nearly orthogonal to its bounda-
ry faults, and shows on average, an acceptable resolution 
(Fig. 8a, detailed trace in Fig. 2a).

Particularly in its medium part, between the shot 
points (shp, hereinafter) 240 and 600, the line provides a 
good image of the whole seismostratigraphic units, (that 
are the Quaternary syntectonic deposits, the underlaying 
Miocene clastics and the crystalline basement) and of the 
faults that dissect them. sensible thickness variations af-
fect the Quaternary succession across the main normal 
faults, confirming their synsedimentary activity (Fig. 8b 
and Fig. 9a,b). 

In this part of the line, the reflectors tba (top of the 
basement), MEv (Messinian Evaporites), tPl (top of the 

Pliocene succession) and tGe (top of the Gelasian clays) 
were recognized with good confidence (Fig. 8b). between 
the shp 240 and 400 and, at pseudo-depth increasing east-
ward from 0.3 to 1.5 sec twt, all these reflectors abruptly 
interrupt onto an east-dipping prominent reflection, which 
reaches the surface close to the shp 240. the surfacing of 
this reflection well fits the outcrop of the torano-Martora-
no normal fault (tMF) mapped in the field (cfr. Fig. 2a).
the western part of the line (shp 100 to 300) is poor below 
1 sec twt as well as, in the remaining sectors, at depth > 2 
sec twt. Nevertheless, some low-angle and low continuity 
reflections, aligned along trajectories synthetic to the tMF, 
occur also in these parts of the line and can be interpreted 
as the trace of a major structure, delimiting downward all 
the extensional faults. this structure, named herein crati 
Graben Detachment Fault (cGDF, heavy red line in Fig. 
8b) corresponds to a weak reflection gradually shallowing 
westward and emerging along the west edge of the crG, 
along the san Fili-san Marco Argentano extensional fault. 
the latter, in fact, puts into contact the Quaternary depos-
its with the crystalline units of the catena costiera (cfr. 
Fig. 8b and 2a,b). Assuming this trajectory, the east-dip-
ping synthetic splays (including the ceF and the tMF) 
would branch from the detachment at 0.8 to 2.3 sec twt, 
whereas the antithetical west-dipping faults would reach 
2.2-2.5 sec twt. On the deepest east side of the section, the 
quality of the line is very poor and the trajectory of the de-
tachment is hypothetical; nevertheless some weak signals 
consistent with the down-dip prosecution of the cGDF, can 
be detected at 2.5-3 sec twt.

the L1 section also highlights well the high-angle nor-
mal faults that affect the post-orogenic succession.

two conjugate sets of normal faults were clearly recog-
nised: an east dipping set, prevailing in the western part of 
the section (shp 80-350) and a west-dipping set that dom-
inates the central-eastern part (Figs 8b, 9a,b). All these 
high-angle faults are recognizable at shallow depth; they 
do not offset the cGDF reflection but splay upward from 
the basal detachment at depth increasing from west to east.

On the whole, the cGDF reflector depicts a low-angle 
trajectory, with low-dipping segments alternating to steep-
er ramps, that allow us to infer an irregular staircase ge-
ometry. Other interesting points arising from the analysis 
of the interpreted L1 line are the following: 

i) the crG appears as an extensional megastructure 
generated at the top of the cGDF (Fig. 8b); 

ii) the cGDF appears to have controlled the structural 
and depositional evolution of the basin during the Pleisto-
cene; in particular, the progressive origin of the conjugate 
high angle splays strongly influenced the sedimentation 
causing the growth of the Pleistocene succession; this lat-
ter shows counter polarity in the opposite side of the basin 
(slight westward-growth of the Gelasian unit above the east 
dipping westerly splays and eastward growth of the cal-
abrian unit above the antithetic easterly splays, Fig. 9a,b);

iii) the conspicuous angle of tilting and the close-
ly-spaced east-dipping faulting that affect the Pleistocene 
beds in the western part of the line (shp 80-240) is con-
firmed by field data (cfr. Figs 2b, 3b-c) and suggests the 
occurrence of tilted blocks detaching on a very shallow 
horizon;

iv) the cumulative down-dip displacement due to the 
east-dipping normal faults, largely exceeds the displace-
ment occurred on the west-dipping conjugate ones; this 
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estimate, in line with the geological surface data, confirm 
that, on the regional scale, the extensional system is asym-
metrical, with a main sense of shear top-to-east;

v) In particular the faults showing the greater heave-val-
ues on the seismic line belong to the east-dipping set and 
can be identified with the FMF and the tMF that are, also in 

the field, the more evident and best known structures of the 
southern sample (compare with geological section of Fig. 2b).

the seismic line L2, crossing the san sosti spezzano 
Albanese area displays a worse quality than the L1 (Fig. 10a, 
trace in Fig. 5); in addition its short lentgh hampers to re-
construct a complete section of the basin. Anyhow, this sec-

Fig. 8 - (a) Uninterpreted L1 seismic section (trace in Fig. 2a), published in the Vi.DE.PI (2016a), Esaro research Permit; (b) Interpreted section 
with the recognised key reflectors and main normal faults; the low-angle heavy red line is the inferred trace of the cGDF= crati Graben Detach-
ment Fault; tMF= torano-Martorano fault; ceF= cervicati fault; Mev= Messinian evaporites; the tops of crystalline basement, Pliocene units, 
Gelasian deposits and an intra-calabrian reflection, possibly corresponding to the Emilian-sicilian boundary, are represented below; black 
rectangles display the two portions of the section enlarged in the following Figure 9.

Fig. 9 - (a,b) details of the 8b figure (parts in the black rectangles) showing the local geometry of the conjugate fault systems and their influence 
on the thickness of the sin-sedimentary succession (description in the text). cGDF= crati Graben Detachment Fault; tMF= torano-Martorano 
fault; MPl= Miocene-Pliocene succession; Ple1-3=Pleistocene-Holocene succession as subdivided in the previous figure 7. the tops of crystalline 
basement, Pliocene units, Gelasian deposits and an intra-calabrian reflection, possibly corresponding to the Emilian-sicilian boundary, are 
reported below.
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ond line is useful to confirm the northward continuity of 
the main extensional structures observed on the L1. In fact, 
the interpreted L2 section highlights an evident low-angle 
east-dipping reflection (Fig. 10a,b) that, from 0.5 sec below 
the west side of the line, deepens down to 2 sec, below the 
east ending (corresponding to the axial part of the crG). 
the shallow depth of this reflector (nearly 500m) at the west 
edge of the L2, suggests that its outcrop reasonably coin-
cides with the san sosti–saracena fault mapped at surface 
(Fig. 5a) and cropping out with a low dip-angle (Fig. 6a,b).

On the L2, also several high-angle normal faults can be 
traced displacing a clear marker reflector, tentatively relat-
ed to the tGe. the locations of these faults fit well with the 
outcrop traces of the normal faults mapped in Fig. 5a and 
highlights that, also in this area, the extensional deforma-
tion is driven by the east-dipping structures.

Due to the poor resolution of the L2 section, the down-
dip continuity of the cGDF cannot be directly verified 

at high depth. In any case, the upper portion of the line 
(above 2 sec tWt) shows that this reflector does not ap-
pear to be offset by the high-angle synthetic normal faults.

through the longitudinal L3 line (Fig. 1b), the low-an-
gle reflection recognized on the L2, can be confidently re-
lated to the northern prosecution of the cGDF, confirm-
ing its regional significance (Vi.D.E.P.I. L3 line available 
at http://unmig.sviluppoeconomico.gov.it/deposito/videpi/
allegati/1413.pdf).

timing anD evolution oF normal Faulting inFerreD From the 
interPretation oF the l1 line

On the seismic section L1 (Fig. 8), the geometrical anal-
ysis of the seismostratigraphic units provides useful infor-
mation on the origin time and the span of activity of the 
major normal faults. First, our interpretation shows that 
the geometry and thickness of the Miocene- Early Pliocene 

Fig.10 - (a) Uninterpreted L2 seismic section (trace in Fig. 5a) published in the VI.DE.PI (2016b), Esaro research Permit, showing aligned 
east-dipping reflections (black arrows) consistent with the cGDF plane in the subsurface of the north sample area; (b) Partially interpreted L2 
line in which the trace of the hypothesised cGDF and some of its synthetic splays (red lines) are drawn (san sosti fault-ssF, Mottafollone fault-
MoF and Altomonte fault-AlF); tge= reflector interpreted as the top of the Gelasian clays.
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succession (in the section view) is substantially isopachous 
and shows a gradual eastward closure. In other words, in 
the study area, the deposition of this lower sedimentary 
unit is not influenced by the extensional faults and pre-
dates the onset of the crG.

Local thickness variations affect the Gelasian succes-
sion (Ple1 in Fig. 9a,b) suggesting a synsedimentary activ-
ity of certain normal faults during this time span. In par-
ticular, both the surface and seismic data highlight that the 
east-dipping ceF and tMF caused a slight thickening of 
the Gelasian deposits in their hanging wall blocks (Fig. 9a). 
this observation leads us to hypothesise that the Gelasian 
(or at least its upper part) could be assumed as a start-time 
for the extensional tectonics in the crati graben.

In the western portion of the section, the pristine thick-
ness and geometry of the Pleistocene succession cannot be 
exactly defined because erosion removed its uppermost 
portion. In contrast, in the central-eastern part, this same 
succession reaches the maximum thickness, and its sedi-
mentation appears clearly controlled by normal faulting. 
In a detailed analysis, the calabrian to Late Pleistocene 
succession can be divided into a lower sub-unit (Ple2) and 
an upper sub-unit (Ple3), both showing sensible lateral 
thickness-variations (Fig. 9 a,b). 

the Ple-2 unit corresponding to the santernian-Emil-
ian interval is markedly east-growing and reaches its maxi-
mum thickness just to the west of the present floodplain of 
the crati river (shp 440 –540) (Fig. 9b). the Ple-3 sub-unit, 
referable to the sicilian-Late Pleistocene interval, shows 
two main depocentral zones located close to the tMF and 
below the crati floodplain (Fig. 9 a,b).

between shp 420 and 500, the lower portion of the 
Ple2 is offset by several high-angle west-dipping normal 
faults that are sealed by continuous reflectors occurring 
in the topmost portion of this same unit. this configura-
tion implies that this set of faults, antithetical to the tMF, 
originated reasonably during the santernian interval and 
ceased its activity during the Late Emilian age.

In contrast, the easternmost west-dipping normal 
faults (shp 520-640) also displace the Ple3 sub-unit, sug-
gesting that their activity extended to sicilian times and 
reasonably also to Middle-Late Pleistocene. the westward 
growth of the Ple3 sub-unit close to the tMF and the MsF 
(Fig 9 a,b) testifies that these latter faults were also active 
up to quite recent times and, in the case of the MsF, most 
likely up to the Late Pleistocene. 

dEpth-ConVErSIon oF thE l1 lInE

the interpretation of the L1 profile (Figs 8, 11a) was 
vertically converted by attributing the following Vp val-
ues to the recognised seismostratigraphic units: i) Qua-
ternary succession = 2000 m/sec, ii) tortonian to Pliocene 
succession = 3000 m/sec, and iii) undifferentiated crystal-
line basement (comprised of both tectonised granitoids 
and ophiolites) = 5000 m/sec. Due to the lack of calibra-
tion holes in the study area, these velocities were defined 
through a weighted average that considered the borehole 
measurements (from adjacent areas as the Fiume crati3 
and thurio1 permits, Fig.1b) and the thickness of the vari-
ous sub-units. No well data are available for the crystalline 
basement rocks, whose Vp value was derived from the lit-
erature. the conversion allowed the drawing of the geolog-

ical section of Fig. 11b upon which the dip-angles of the 
main faults, the amount of the associated offset and the 
thickness of the syn-tectonic successions can be assessed 
with good approximations.

According to our reconstruction, the cGDF outcrops 
with an angle of nearly 40° (san Fili – san Marco Argen-
tano fault, FMF, Fig. 11b), which is in good agreement with 
the field data collected along its trace (compare with the 
stereoplots 16-17 and 19-20, in Fig. 4). to the east, follow-
ing a pronounced listric trajectory, it flattens to a dip angle 
of 15° to 18°, which is maintained for 6 km along the dip. 
In this shallow westerly part, only synthetic faults splay 
from the detachment, among which the most significant 
are the ceF and the tMF.

More to east, the cGDF, shows a ramp segment locat-
ed east of the tMF branch line, and reaches 8.5 km at the 
eastern edge of the section below the inner sila margin. 
the depth at which the FMF, the ceF and the tMF splays 
from the cGDF ranges from 2.5 to 4.5 km.

the proposed interpretation confirms the asymmetry 
of the extensional system inferred on the base of the field 
data as can be inferred comparing Fig. 11b with the shal-
low geological sections of Figs 2b and 5b. In fact, among 
the east dipping fault set, the higher values of the dip-slip 
displacement are associated with the FMF (> 1500 m), 
to the ceF (~520 m) and to the tMF (~800 m), whereas 
among the west-dipping set, only the biF cause displace-
ment of ~500 m.

No data are available further east; thus, neither the ge-
ometry of the deeper cGDF segment nor its relationships 
with the active structures of the sila Massif as the Laghi 
Fault (sPina et alii, 2007) can be inferred from these sec-
tions.

For the syntectonic infill, the depth-conversion of the 
line provides the following stratigraphic results:

- the Gelasian succession shows a low variation in 
thickness; its maximum thickness of 350 m occurs in the 
central portion of the section; west of the tMF, it decreases 
to an average of 150 m with a slight westward thickening 
near the FMF and the ceF, whereas it rapidly decreases 
and closes below the crati alluvial plain;

- the santernian-Emilian succession reaches its maxi-
mum thickness (~700 m) just below the internal side of the 
crati plain close to a buried west-dipping fault, that was 
sealed during the very Late Emilian period;

- the sicilian to Late Pleistocene deposits thicken in 
two main sectors adjacent to the tMF and the MsF; the 
westernmost sector displays a maximum thickness of 330 
m, while to the east (below the crati alluvial plain), the 
deposits reach 220 m including Holocene deposits. the lo-
cation and the west-growing geometry of this recent suc-
cession confirms the role played, even in recent times, by 
the east-dipping structures in driving the crG active ex-
tension.

rEStorEd gEologICAl SECtIon

the cervicati – bisignano section (Fig. 11b) was re-
stored to validate the kinematic consistency of our inter-
pretation. Moreover, the restoration allowed us to estimate 
the total extensional component and the cumulative dis-
placement associated with the cGDF, which are essential 
values for reaching an assessment of the long-term slip-
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rate accommodated by the fault. the restoration was per-
formed using the Move suite software (Midland Valley 
Exploration), by progressively removing the displacement 
affecting the main stratigraphic markers (the calabri-
an-Gelasian boundary, the top of Miocene-Pliocene succes-
sion and the top of the crystalline basement). the applied 
procedure assumes that the deformation of the cGDF 
hanging wall occurred via simple shear, according to a 
constant shear vector that describes the direction along 
which the hanging wall collapsed on the footwall during 
the proceeding extension (White & yielDing, 1991; Kerr 
& White 1994). A constant antithetic shear angle of 50°±5 
was adopted as suggested by the orientation of the diffuse 
sW-dipping antithetical faults in the cGDF hanging wall 
(White et alii, 1986; roWan & KligFielD, 1989; Dula, 1991). 
An important constraint for the restoration is the timing 
of the fault nucleation inferred from the kinematic recon-
struction previously described.

the faults were restored in inverse chronologic order 
with respect to their time of origin as follows: i) the bound-
ary faults bounding the crati floodplain (MsF and biF), 
which were active since the sicilian; ii) the tMF and its 
west-dipping antithetical set, which have been referred to 
the santernian-Emilian time span; and iii) the cGDF and its 
older synthetical (FMF and ceF) and antithetical sets.

Figure 11b-e reports the results of the restoration de-
picting the deformation steps referable to 11b) the present 
day, 11c) the Late calabrian (sicilian), 11d) the Early cal-
abrian (santernian) and 11e) the Early Gelasian. 

dISCuSSIon

estimate oF extensional DeFormation

the restoration of the Geological section of Fig. 11b, 
allowed us to estimate the overall extension occurred, dur-
ing the Quaternary, across the crG. According to our re-
construction, the present configuration corresponds to an 
overall deformation of 32.4% of the pre-extensional length, 
which cumulates the effecs of the movements occurred on 
the cGDF and on its synthetic and antithetic fault sets.

considering that the onset of the cGDF should slightly 
pre-date the oldest documented syntectonic deposits, it is 
reasonable to hypothesise that the beginning of the fault 
activity cannot be younger than the early part of the Gela-
sian (~2.58 My). 

this inference led to evaluate a long-term extension 
rate of 1.35 mm/yr which seem in good agreement with 
the data on geodetic rates available for northern calabria. 
these latter suggests for northern calabria (Pollino mas-
sif, castrovillari basin and northern sila) present extension 
rates in a range of 1 to 2 mm/yr (Ferranti et alii, 2008).

We remark that the value obtained in this work, does 
not refers to the total extensional rate throughout the 
northern calabrian Arc, but exclusively to the contribution 
of the cGDF plus the related high angle fault system. In 
other words, it does not include the contribution of other 
extensional structures cropping out to the west or to the 
east of the considered section, as the easterly Laghi fault 
(LaF, Figs1b and 12) and other possible, poorly known, re-
lated structures.

Fig. 11 - (a): line drawing reporting the main reflectors recognized 
in the seismic line L1 (from Figure 8b); (b): conversion to depth 
through the Move(tm) software (seismic velocities used for conver-
sion are listed in the table); (c,d,e): three steps of restoration of 
the section, moving from present (11b) backward to the top of 
Pliocene (11e). the onset of the cGDF activity is here considered 
to slightly pre-date the older sin-extensional sediments thus it is 
tentatively located in the very Early Gelasian; for each step, the 
length of the section (Lf) reported in the table (bottom left) and 
compared with the initial length-value (Li, assessed at 10.8 km) 
allows to obtain the amount of the extensional deformation.
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the cgDF in the context oF the southern aPennines 
extensional tectonics

the unmasking of the cGDF is an absolute novelty for 
the northern calabria Arc. However, broadening the scale of 
observation, It is evident that normal fault systems similar 
to the cGDF occur along the Quaternary extension belt of 
the southern Apennines (Fig. 1a). East to sE-dipping LAN-
Fs, related to Quaternary extension were first described in 
the Picentini Mts (Ferranti & olDoW, 1991; casciello et alii, 
2006), and at the calabro-Lucania boundary (schiattarella, 
1998). Finally, a recent paper by Brozzetti (2011), brought 
to light a regional array of east-dipping normal faults re-
ferred to as the campania-Lucania Extensional Fault sys-
tem (cLEFs, Fig. 1a) extending for at least 250 km, from 
the Volturno Valley to the calabria-Lucania boundary. the 
cLEFs consists of three NW-sE-striking alignments of nor-

mal faults associated with as many east-dipping detach-
ments (Fig.1). the southernmost of these alignments devel-
oping from the east slope of the Mt. cervati to the east side 
of Mt. Gada-Mt. ciagola ridge, consists of a set of normal 
faults, detaching on an east dipping LANF and has been de-
scribed by brozzetti et alii (2017) who referred them to as 
the “coastal range Fault set” (crFs, Fig. 1).

If we compare the cGDF and the fault alignments 
forming the cLEFs, the following common features can 
be highlighted:

• Quaternary activity driven by east-dipping detach-
ments showing a top-to-east sense of shear;

• Irregular staircase geometry of low-angle detachment;
• Marked asymmetry of the deformation;
• surface length of the fault alignments of several tens 

of km along the strike (70 to 120 km) and individual fault 
segments 10 to 25 km long on average; 

Fig. 12 - (a): Historical and instrumental seismicity of the crati Valley. (a) structural map of the Quaternary normal faults and associat-
ed syn-sedimentary basins (yellow areas) in southern Italy (after Brozzetti et alii, 2009; Brozzetti, 2011, Brozzetti et alii, 2017) with ma-
jor (MW ≥ 5.5) historical and instrumental earthquakes (cPtI15, roviDa et alii, 2016; IsIDe database, WorKing grouP INGV, 2016). (b) Map 
showing the distribution of instrumental seismicity with the active and possibly seismogenic east-dipping and west-dipping faults. the 
represented seismicity was derived from the Italian seismic catalogue (castello et alii, 2006), the revised bsI (chiaraBBa et alii, 2015) and 
IsIDe database (WorKing grouP INGV, 2016) and spans from 1981 to 2016. the earthquakes, along the crati valley, have magnitude between 
0.2 ≤ ML ≤ 4.6 ). the focal mechanisms of earthquakes (1976 to 2014) were derived from (rcMt and tDMt database, available online at  
http://www.bo.ingv.it/rcMt/ and http://cnt.rm.ingv.it/tdmt.html, respectively). regarding the Pollino area we represented only the focal mech-
anisms of the main events. (c) section view of the 2005–2015 instrumental seismicity relocated by chiaraBBa et alii, 2016, projected along the 
trace shown in fig 12b, assuming a half-width of 30 km. the cross symbols represent the cut-off depth of seismicity computed on a regular grid 
of 10 km, along the transect, considering the earthquakes distribution versus depth and detecting the layer containing the 90% of events. d) 
Average focal mechanism, with t and P axes, computed by using the bingham statistical procedure (FaultKinWin 5.2. software, allmenDinger, 
2001) and the focal solutions of the events occurred in the study area.
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the described likenesses suggest that the cGDF and 
the cLEFs could be genetically linked and belong to the 
same orogen-parallel and active extensional belt that 
would maintain uniform characteristics all along the 
southern Apennines. the cGDF might represent the pos-
sible continuation of the cLEFs south of the crFs, which 
shows a nearly N100E-striking deflection from Papasidero 
to Morano calabro and delimits northward the san Dona-
to- Lungro-Verbicaro metamorphic core. 

suggestions on the PossiBle Present activity anD 
seismogenic role oF the cgDF

According to the available data, seven earthquakes 
with intensities ranging between VIII and IX-X (Mcs) 
struck the crati graben and the surrounding extensional 
structures (Fig. 12a and references therein). this cluster 
of historical events makes the study area very significant 
from a seismic hazard point of view. the 1184 historical 
event with an equivalent moment magnitude of 6.7 is the 
most energetic earthquake, but the parametric catalogue 
of Italian earthquake cPtI15 (roviDa et alii, 2016) reports 
that, in 19th century, nine earthquakes (4.7≤Mw≤6.2) re-
peatedly affected the southern part of the crati Valley. No 
historical events greater than VIII Mcs were recorded 
north of saracena-spezzano Albanese, as far as the Mer-
cure basin that lies within the area defined as the “Pollino 
seismic gap”. Instead, the paleoseimological data testifies 
to two strong events (M 6.5-7) occurring along the cas-
trovillari fault (caF, Fig. 12a) between 2000 bc and 410 
b.c and between 530 A.D. and 900 A.D. (cinti et alii, 1997;  
michetti et alii, 1997; cinti et alii, 2002).

based on the macroseismic analysis of the histori-
cal earthquakes occurring during the last four centuries 
and on geomorphological observations (e.g., caroBene &  
Damiani, 1985; molin et alii, 2004; tansi et alii, 2005), the 
DIss Working Group (2015) tentatively refers the afore-
said historical events to a source located from 1 to 10 km 
in depth on a west-dipping extensional structure developed 
along the eastern flank of the valley.

Finally, galli & Bosi (2003) and sPina et alii (2007) as-
sociated a subset of the events that struck the crati area to 
an easternmost source identified with the NW-sE striking 
“Laghi fault”, cropping out in the central portion of the 
sila Grande (LaF in Fig.12 a,b). 

As regards the instrumental data, during the last de-
cades the crati Valley has been affected by very minor 
events with a maximum magnitude of MW 4.5. the Ital-
ian seismic catalogue and bulletin (castello et alii, 2006; 
IsIDe Working Group INGV, 2016), from 1981-2016, 
shows that the study area is characterized by a low level 
of background seismicity and that no cluster of events as-
sociated to swarms and/or seismic sequences is detectable 
by spatio-temporal analyses (Fig. 12b). Notwithstanding 
the hypocenters of the relocated events from chiaraBBa et 
alii (2016), that occurred from 2005 to 2016 (1.5≤ML≤4.4), 
show an eastward deepening of the seismic volume. the 
base of seismogenic layer or the depth of seismicity that 
releases the 90% of events, computed along the regional 
transect in Figure 12c, within a regular grid of (10 X 30) 
km2 , is 8±2km on the tyrrhenian side and reaches 16 ±2km 
toward the Ionian coast (cross symbols in Fig. 12c). this 
result is consistent with the surface and near subsurface 
evidences of the cGDF tectonic structure (Figs 11b and 

12b). the histogram in Fig. 12c shows the frequency dis-
tribution versus depth of the crustal events that is nearly 
homogeneous between 5 and 15 km with a clear peak at 
about 8km. 

Active extension is demonstrated by focal mechanism 
solutions (FMs) that show a normal and normal oblique 
seismogenic deformation, controlled by an average ENE-
WsW tensional axis, nearly orthogonal to the chain. the 
picture depicted by FMs from rcMt catalogue (http://
www.bo.ingv.it/rcMt/), tDMt (http://cnt.rm.ingv.it/tdmt) 
well agrees with the one observed by geological data (Fig. 
4, stereoplots 12, 16-20, 33 and 37-38). Moreover, recent-
ly, an update high-quality database of 438 focal solution, 
compiled by totaro et alii (2016), in the whole calabrian 
arc, has substantially confirmed this observation by de-
fining, for the crG sector a seismogenic stress field char-
acterized by a nearly sub-vertical σ1 and a sub-horizontal 
N80E directed σ3.

Despite the low rate of seismicity, and the low magni-
tude of the events, which affected in instrumental time the 
crG hamper a detailed seismotectonic analysis, we pre-
liminarily suggest that most of the seismicity of the crati 
- westerly sila area might be associated to the easternmost 
portion of the cGDF plane or would be generated with-
in its associated hanging wall rock-volume that gradually 
thickens eastward.

ConCluSIonS

surface data and seismic lines interpretation converge 
to highlight that the Quaternary evolution of the crati ba-
sin was controlled by a persistent extensional strain field 
characterised by a nearly E-W extension axis. the main 
expression of Quaternary extension is a low-angle east-dip-
ping normal fault, named to as the crati Graben detach-
ment fault (cGDF), which crops out along the eastern 
border of the catena costiera calabra. the cGDF, which 
directly determined the shape, the deep geometry and the 
depositional evolution of the crati basin, behaves as the 
detachment horizon of both the synthetic and antithetic 
high-angle normal fault sets that bounds the basin both 
westward and eastward. the cGDF dips eastward (crop-
ping out in correspondence of the southern segment or 
san Fili-san Marco Argentano fault) or sE (northern seg-
ment or san sosti-saracena fault) and is associated with 
a constant top-to-east sense of shear. In the reconstructed 
section, the major fault plane shows a staircase trajectory 
of alternating low-angle segments (~15°) and high-angle 
segments (up to 50°) with an average dip of ~30°; it reach-
es a depth of nearly 7-8 km below the inner side of the sila 
Massif.

the cGDF gave rise to an asymmetrical extension-
al system in which the displacement occurring on the 
east-dipping fault set (3.5 km as a minimum estimated 
value) largely exceeds that occurring on the antithetic set 
(~1.5 km). the onset of the detachment fault possibly oc-
curred during the Early Pleistocene after which it was un-
interruptedly active. In fact, the surface and sub-surface 
data agree in excluding the occurrence of relevant Quater-
nary contractional or transcurrent deformations.

Due to its low dip angle, the contribution of the cGDF 
to the Quaternary extension (which has affected the north-
ern calabria area) was, and still is, notably important.
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A further point to be addressed, concerns how the 
cGDF frames in the different geodynamic models that 
have been proposed for the thyrrhenian-Apennine sys-
tem. 

clearly an exhaustive discussion on this matter lies be-
yond the aims of our work because no data are available 
to us on the easterner and deeper portion of the structural 
edifice. Manly for this reason, we are not able to define 
the relationships between the cGDF and the outer active 
thrusts of the northern calabrian Arc.

However, in the literature, a number of extensional sys-
tems controlled by east-dipping detachment faults, are de-
scribed in Italy, and it is noteworthy that they have been con-
sidered kinematically compatible either with models explain-
ing the eastward shift of the orogen with the roll back of a 
subducting slab (Doglioni et alii, 1998, carminati et alii, 2004, 
2010) or with alternative models that assign to extension the 
main role in the dynamic of the Apennines (DecanDia et alii, 
1998; lavecchia et alii, 2003; lavecchia & Bell, 2012).

Finally, the finding of the cGDF, the detailed re-defini-
tion of its associated normal fault system, and the collected 
data on its possible recent activity, integrated with the clus-
ter of historical seismic events, makes the crati Graben 
one of the more significant area of Italy, from the seismic 
hazard point of view.
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